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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Tottenham Can Get Back On Track At Cardiff 

There is a full programme of fixtures in the Premier League this week culminating in 
the showdown at the Etihad between Manchester City and Liverpool. The chasing 
pack just behind the teams in first and second place in the table are hoping the 
match ends in a draw. That includes Tottenham who are away at Cardiff in the early 
evening live fixture on the back of losing to Wolves at home. . 


They have played every team in the bottom half this season and won all 10 of those 
fixtures and have the best away statistics in the Premier League. Cardiff have lost all 
their meetings with the elite six clubs and let in 22 goals in those matches. Despite 
playing 11 matches in 35 days TOTTENHAM can get their season back on track by 
beating Cardiff, a result that can be backed at 1/2 with Ladbrokes.  


Everton are at home to Leicester City in the first Premier League match of 2019 and 
the outcome is difficult to call. This should be a straightforward home win but 
Everton are on an inconsistent run. They were beaten 6-2 by Tottenham in their last 
home match, scored five goals in beating Burnley on the road and lost at Brighton 
without scoring a goal. Everton have conceded in their last seven league matches. 


There have been 14 goals in the last five matches against Leicester who have 
beaten Manchester City and Chelsea and lost to Cardiff in December. There have 
been more than two goals 8 times in 10 meetings but the goals tally could be higher 
today. Leicester have managed just one clean sheet in seven fixtures. Form 
suggests OVER 3.5 GOALS is the bet at 12/5 with William Hill.  


The biggest match in darts takes place on the first day of the year. Michael van 
Gerwen should beat Michael Smith in the final of the PDC World Championship but 
the odds will only attract the money buyers. Set handicap betting comes into it’s 
own when there is a big favourite and underdog in a two-way contest. It’s the best 
of 13 sets or first to seven and MVG -2.5 SETS is 4/6 with Coral.  


Cheltenham stages its traditional New Year’s Day fixture with top class jumps action. 
The Grade 3 handicap chase over two and a half miles and a bit is the richest race 
of the day (2.00). On ratings Give Me A Copper is a leading contender for the in-form 
Paul Nicholls. However, the bottom weight is on a decent mark and is ridden by a 
seven pounds claimer so DUSTIN DES MOTTES is the tip at 7/1 with bet365. 
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RUBY WALSH... SHOULD HE RETIRE? - By High Roller Racing


Ruby Walsh has been given some fantastic accolades during his career but 
nowadays Ruby seems to be struggling with a string of last obstacle falls, unseats 
etc etc. Let’s face it the guy has been an absolute phenomenon both with Paul 
Nicholls and Willie Mullins yards as stable number one.


I am not saying Ruby is a bad jockey nowadays but the injuries, falls and medical 
treatments and operations are taking their toll I hate seeing this guy being slated by 
people as a ‘bookies friend’ and other ridiculous comments such as that. Let’s look 
at this situation... is it just recently this has happened? The answer is a huge NO! I 
remember back in 2012 Ruby rode a horse called Call The Police at Punchestown 
and the horse led at the last..stun led and fell… Timeform said the horse was certain 
to win. After that fall the problem really set in and one after the other of fancied 
mounts were in the lead at the last obstacle and somehow Ruby didn’t make it to 
the other side. I spoke to Tanya Stevenson about this problem associated with Ruby 
but she didn’t or couldn’t or wouldn’t consider it... why I don’t know. Then as things 
seemed to get worse and worse for Ruby with falls and injuries... sometimes serious 
injuries too... he got himself back to ride Annie  Power in 2015 and the mare was 
clear coming to the last in the Mares Hurdle... what happened? You all know... she 
fell. This saved the bookies from a really terrible Cheltenham... comments from 
punters were not repeatable.


I am saying to Ruby please look in the mirror... talk it through with the guy you see in 
the mirror... look at your family... they love you like all of us followers and we don’t 
want you so seriously injured that you are in a wheelchair or paralysed for the rest of 
your life. What did your greatest opponent do? The great AP McCoy got out at the 
top... please Ruby do it... hang up the boots and give us all  a chance to say 
goodbye to a man we have all cherished and held in the greatest esteem throughout 
your career.


We don’t want to see Ruby finish up as a second rated jockey when along with AP 
he has been an absolute star and a pleasure to see him ride over a long career.


High Roller is free to join and is again striking at over fifty percent. Follow the link 
below the article and join this service in the New Year and pay only for Winners.


A very happy New Year to you all.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


I’m sure there will be a few nursing sore heads this morning as we see another year 
end. Yet a new one has just begun and we live with the knowledge that we have 
made a profit in each of the last 4 years we have been proofing. I hope this year will 
be just the same and we will go on to make a lot more then this year. It’s been tough 
at times but we got through and have a really positive out look for the year ahead. 


Our free tip today runs at Musselburgh 2-15 Handicap Hurdle (Class 2) 16f - Normal 
Norman 12/1 has improved with every run and despite finishing in mid field last time 
he ran fast enough to suggest a race like this is for the taking. He looks a great bet 
at 12/1, we thought he would open around the 7/1 mark.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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